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2017 TRAFFIC
PRESS RELEASE
Monday 15 January 2018

2017 TRAFFIC :
DUNKIRK BEATS 50 MT RECORD

A

nnual traffic for 2017 was over 50.4 MT, an increase of 3% compared with 2016.

• General cargoes . were 9% down overall, with a tonnage of 20.55 MT. Cross-Channel traffic posted a
good year but had to contend with ﬁerce competition from the other operators in this sector. Traffic totalled
16.4 MT, a fall of 10%. The number of trucks and trailers was 11% lower with 612,000 freight units. Passenger
numbers dropped 8% to 2.67 million, and passenger vehicles were down by 9% to 699,000. Containers ended
the year with a new record of 374,000 TEU and an increase of 10%. During 2017 this activity suffered the
combined effects of Storm Matthew and then Hurricane Maria in the French Antilles, which severely affected
the production of bananas and hence the imports of these fruits at the port of Dunkirk. Without these events
and their economic impact, Dunkirk would have handled nearly 400,000 TEU. General cargoes showed a
slight drop of 3% to 1.15 MT.
• Solid bulks. Traffic in 2017 was helped by heavy bulks and reached 24.55 MT, an increase of
11%. ArcelorMittal's Dunkirk factory operated at full power, after the shutdowns for maintenance of
Blast Furnace 2 (BF2) in 2015 and then Blast Furnace 4 (BF4) in 2016. Ore also beneﬁtted from the high
volumes of transhipment at the Western Bulk Terminal for the group's other steelworks, setting a new
record with a tonnage of 14.5 MT, a rise of 24%. Coal traffic recovered a good level of activity with 6 MT,
up 11%. Grain experienced contrasting results. Imports set a new record with more than 350,000 tonnes
and growth of 31%. However, as for all French ports, exports were affected by the very poor harvest in
2016 and the delay in shipments of the 2017 harvest. Export traffic was limited to 950,000 tonnes, a
drop of 63% compared with 2016. The traffic in "small" solid bulks performed very well at 2.8 MT, an
increase of 28%.
• Liquid bulks. After several difficult years, liquid bulks are beneﬁtting from the opening of the
LNG terminal. Petroleum products again climbed 3% to a tonnage of 3.4 MT. Gas comprises industrial
gas and LNG. Total traffic reached 1.3 MT, soaring by 230% over 2016. The LNG terminal completed
its ﬁrst year of operation and recorded 866,000 tonnes of LNG. Other liquid bulks were down 26% to
0.4 MT.
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INVESTMENTS
2017 BALANCE SHEET + 2018 PROSPECTS

2

017 was marked by the start of extension works on the Flanders Quay in the Western Port. This
operation, costing a total of more than 60M€, is an additional and signiﬁcant step in the continued
development of the "container" sector in Dunkirk, making it possible to berth the largest ships of the
world's ﬂeet under optimum conditions.
2017 was also the year of the Public Consultation about CAP 2020, the Port of Dunkirk's major
development project for the next decade.
The investment programme amounted to more than 50M€ in 2017, an increase of nearly 20% over
2016. In 2018, Dunkerque-Port will ﬁnalise the implementation of its Strategic Plan, developing an
investment programme of 65M€.
The year 2018 will focus mainly on taking forward the major development projects for the Western Port,
notably with the commissioning of the Flanders Quay extension, as well as continued works to develop
the Dunkerque Logistique International Sud logistics park.

2017 BALANCE SHEET
The main investment operations carried out in 2017 were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start of works to extend the Flanders Quay (Container Terminal)
Continuation of works to develop the Dunkerque Logistique International Sud logistics park
Launch of the ﬁrst works to separate the Port's rail network from the national rail grid
Renewal of docking equipment for RoRo berths
Continuation of works to reinforce safety and security at the Channel Terminal
Completion of a service port offering four tug-boat berths
Start of renovation works on the drainage system and storage yards of the Grande-Synthe Quay
Renovation and improvement of the Watier Lock
Reorganisation and renovation of electricity networks
Completion of Guillain Building and Pavillon des Maquettes redevelopment

To fund this investment programme, Dunkerque-Port received more than 10M€ in support from its
partners, including the State (6.7M€), the Hauts-de-France Region (1.1M€), Dunkirk Urban Community
(0.4M€), the Water Agency (0.2M€) and the UKBF (2M€).
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INVESTMENTS
2017 BALANCE SHEET + 2018 PROSPECTS

PROSPECTS FOR 2018
Approved by the Board of Trustees on 24 November 2017, the 2018 investment budget amounts to
65M€, up nearly 5% compared with 2017.
2018 will focus mainly on the continuation of major development projects in the Western Port:
• Finalisation of works to extend the Flanders Quay (Container Terminal): 30.3M€
• Continuation of works to develop the Dunkerque Logistique International Sud logistics park:
9.50M€
• Start of the 3rd phase of works to improve safety and security at the Channel Terminal: 4M€
• Continuation of studies for the CAP 2020 project: 1.20M€
The studies and works to separate the Port's rail network from the national rail grid (signalling and
power supply) will also continue in 2018, in a total amount of 5.7M€. This operation will be completed
at the end of 2019.
Finally, Dunkerque-Port will continue its efforts to maintain its assets in operational condition, with
a programme of major maintenance works on its structures (quays, locks, waterway structures and
compliance of constructions) and ongoing operations for the recycling of undumpable dredging sediment.
To implement this year's investment programme, Dunkerque-Port will again rely on the support of
its partners, and in particular the State and the Hauts-de-France Region under the 2015-2020 StateRegions Plan Contract, the European Union, Dunkirk Urban Community, the Water Agency and the
UKBF
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HIGHLIGHTS
2017
JANUARY 2017
•

On 4 January 2017 the National Public Consultation Committee (CNDP) appointed its Vice-

Chair Jacques Archimbaud as Chair of the Special Committee in charge of coordinating the Public
Consultation on the CAP 2020 project. This investment project, based on the studies carried out
by Grand Port Maritime de Dunkerque (GPMD), plans the creation of new terminals (quays and
docks) equipped and adapted for handling containerised goods from the world's major markets.
Following the 2017 Public Consultation, GPMD will be in a position to decide on the implementation
of the CAP 2020 project.
•

On Wednesday 25 January, in the headquarters of the Hauts-de-France CCI, the founder

members of the Hauts-de-France Ports Association officially signed its articles of association
and revealed its trading name of NORLINK PORTS. Following the agreement signed in Lille on
28 September 2016, the Hauts-de-France Region CCI, GPMD, Société d’Exploitation des Ports du
Détroit (SEPD), the Docks Seine Nord Europe-Escaut public-private entity and the CCIs of Greater
Lille, Greater Hainaut, the Oise, the Aisne, Amiens-Picardie, Artois and the Côte d’Opale met for

1

the Founding General Meeting. NORLINK PORTS is working to draw up a strategy for the Hautsde-France ports. 1

MARCH 2017
•

Friday 10 March 2017 saw the official opening of the new Damen Shiprepair ﬂoating dock in

Dunkerque-Port. When Damen arrived in 2012, GPMD undertook to carry out renovation works on the
dock and repair basins for a total cost of 7.4 M€. This amount was ﬁnally revised to 9 M€, including
7.84 M€ for the dock alone. Most of the project was concerned with sheet metalwork (5.46 M€) and
paintwork (1.82 M€). Over the entire work programme, the Hauts-de-France Region contributed

2

4.6 M€, the remainder being funded by GPMD, the owner of the installations. France is a major player
in European ship repair, and of the largest French sites (Dunkirk, Brest, Saint-Nazaire and Marseille),
Brest and Dunkirk are the two leaders. 2
•

A delegation from Dunkirk visited Fuzhou in China from 15 to 17 March. Led by Patrice Vergriete,

President of DUC and Mayor of Dunkirk, the Côte d’Opale CCI President François Lavallée, MP
Christian Hutin and Dunkerque-Port's CEO Stéphane Raison, the delegation met the decisionmakers of the Fuzhou region in the framework of the partnership formed with Dunkirk and its
area.
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HIGHLIGHTS
2017
•

On Wednesday 22 March 2017, at the headquarters of the Regional Department of Customs

and Excise (DRDDI), a partnership agreement was signed by Jean-Charles Le Gall, President of the
Maritime and Commercial Union, Stéphane Mage, Regional Director of DRDDI Dunkirk, and Stéphane
Raison, CEO of Grand Port Maritime de Dunkerque. In Dunkirk, an area that drives innovation

3

through the creation of port-related added value, this partnership expresses the three entities'
determination to increase the attractiveness of the port of Dunkirk with the aim of recapturing the
market of customs clearance and traffic. 3
•

On 24 March the port of Dunkirk received a visit from Ms Pilar Arosemena De Aleman,

Ambassador of Panama to Paris, and Ms Mariana Pereira, Adviser for Commercial Affairs.
•

The christening of the ship "Seatrade Blue" (capacity 670 containers) in Dunkirk on 30 March

highlighted the partnership between the Dutch shipping company Seatrade and the Nord department's
port community, which has existed for nearly 20 years. Seatrade is a reefer specialist with 150

4

ships, accounting for 30% of the world's ﬂeet, and is expected to launch other similar ships in 2017,
to be named Green and Yellow. 4

APRIL 2017
•

Dunkerque-Port organised a one-week trade mission in China from 17 to 21 April 2017, culminating

with the Symposium in Shanghai on 19 April. Dunkerque-Port's CEO Stéphane Raison was
accompanied by Samantha Verduron, Head of the Customs Economic Action Centre, François
Lavallée, President of the Côte d’Opale CCI, and Jean-Yves Frémont, Deputy Mayor of Dunkirk.
The delegation presented the activities of Dunkerque-Port to an audience of nearly 400 guests. 5
•

5

On 28 April a delegation from the Costa Rican government visited Dunkerque-Port. Its members

were Alexander Mora, Minister for Foreign Trade of the Republic of Costa Rica, Gabriel Macaya,
Costa Rican Ambassador to France, and Alejandro Patino, Commercial Attaché at the Costa Rican
Embassy in Belgium.

MAY 2017
•

On 5 and 14 May the Dunkerque LNG terminal berthed its 8th and 9th LNG carriers, the

Al Khuwair and the Meridian Spirit from Snøhvit.
•

The company SIIM (Société Internationale d’IMportation), a leader on the French and European

market of imported bananas, pineapples and other fresh tropical fruits, is strengthening its
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HIGHLIGHTS
2017
collaboration with Dunkerque-Port for products from the West Coast of Africa, and especially mangoes
from Ivory Coast. General Director Vincent Omer-Decugis stressed the excellent performance of the
Port of Dunkirk in handling chilled and frozen goods: warehouses close to the short-sea and deepsea terminals, logistics entirely dedicated to fresh produce, and efficient phytosanitary services.
•

On 29 May the Minister of Public Action and Accounts, Gérald Darmanin, visited Dunkerque-

Port's ferry terminal site at Loon-Plage, to meet the staff of the Regional Customs Directorate of
Dunkirk, the second largest in France after Roissy. The management team of Dunkerque-Port was
present to welcome the Minister, alongside General Director of Customs Rodolphe Gintz, Inter-Regional
Director of Customs Eric Meunier, and Regional Director of Customs Stéphane Mage. 6
•

6

On 30 May the liner Astoria called at Dunkirk with 306 passengers on board, arriving from

Tilbury. These passengers disembarked at Dunkirk after their "London and Anglo-Norman Ports"
cruise. Later that afternoon some 300 passengers embarked for Amsterdam on the "Hanseatic
Routes" cruise. The cruises are organised by Rivages du Monde which has announced further calls
at Dunkirk in the coming years. The Astoria returned to Dunkirk on 23 June and 27 August. 7

JUNE 2017
•

24 June: Start of works on the ECOCEM France factory in Dunkirk.

•

On 27 June Dunkirk's LNG terminal and Dunkerque-Port, convinced of the role that LNG (Liqueﬁed

7

Natural Gas) will play in reducing greenhouse gas emissions, signed an agreement for the development
of an LNG station to supply tank trucks. The use of LNG by shipping has grown signiﬁcantly in recent
months with new projects (orders for ships, LNG supply stations, etc). A month after the agreement was
signed, Dunkerque LNG and Total Marine Fuels Global Solutions (TMFGS) announced that they would
supply LNG to the "Honﬂeur", the ﬁrst French ferry running on LNG, which will ply between Ouistreham
and Portsmouth as of 2019. Dunkerque-Port has supported this innovative sector for many years, and is
now working with Dunkerque LNG and TOTAL in their undertaking to build and then operate the supply

8

station as part of a larger project to set up an LNG provisioning service by land and sea in the port of
Dunkirk, so making LNG available on the market. 8
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JULY 2017
•

PSMP (Port Shipping Safety Unit) set up in Western Port on 1 July. Inaugurated on 1 September.

•

16 July: Premiere of "Dunkirk" movie in Dunkirk. According to the National Centre for Cinema

(CNC), Christopher Nolan's ﬁlm Dunkirk generated 9.5 M€ in local economic beneﬁts, after a shoot
which mobilised more than 450 French technicians and 2000 extras. In a press release entitled
"Dunkirk, symbol of the success of the tax rebate for international production", the CNC recalls that

9

"Dunkirk was shot largely in France because of the tax rebate for international production". Said
Frédérique Bredin, Chairman of the National Centre for Cinema and the Moving Image (CNC), "The
fact that this American blockbuster was shot in France shows the effectiveness of the tax rebate for
international production, as well as its considerable impact on the French economy, employment and
tourism. In ﬁve weeks, the shoot generated 19 M€ of expenditure in the Hauts-de-France Region,
half of it in the city of Dunkirk alone." 9
•

ArcelorMittal, the world's Number One steel producer, announced that it would invest 67 million

Euros in its site at Florange in the Moselle, and 29 million in its factory at Dunkirk. This sum will
allow technical improvements to be made at the Nord plant to meet new demands from customers,
and particularly car manufacturers. The 29 million announced is on top of the 31 million decided on
last April.

SEPTEMBER 2017
•

A trade and political delegation visited Latin America (Peru, Ecuador and Costa Rica). 50 events

were planned between 2 and 16 September, including three meetings with the ambassadors of
the three countries: in Lima (Peru), Guayaquil (Ecuador) and San José (Costa Rica). The delegation
consisted of DUC President Patrice Vergriete, MP Christian Hutin, and François Lavallée, President
of the Littoral Hauts-de-France CCI, accompanied by the team from the Port. 10
•

10

On Monday 18 September 2017, at the launch of the public consultation, GPMD presented

its CAP 2020 project to the press. CAP 2020 involves more than simply increasing the port's
capacities: it is part of an overall, sustainable dynamic. Reinforcing Dunkerque-Port's position in
the supply chain of Northern France will also ensure positive effects on the regional economy,
with the creation of more than 16,000 jobs and 1.8 billion Euros of added value in 2035. It will also
encourage the transition to multimodal transport thanks to efficient rail and waterway connections, and
reduce the carbon footprint of goods freight. The public consultation on the CAP 2020 project ran
from 18 September to 22 December 2017. During that period, a number of meetings and discussions
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2017
were arranged by an independent committee (the Special Committee for Public Consultation),
giving everyone the opportunity to be informed and express their opinion.
•

Norlink Ports organised a conference to review the association's development one year after

its formation. All the transport and logistics operators of the Hauts-de-France Region were invited
to this event which was held at the Greater Lille CCI. 11
11

OCTOBER 2017
•

On 20 October the multi-purpose cargo ship "AURA" arrived at Dunkerque-Port from Rostock,

carrying a Liebherr LHM 550 crane. With a lifting capacity of 124 tonnes from 11 to 18 m and 35 T
with a reach of 48 m, this new machine purchased for the Multibulk Terminal replaces one of the
two Liebherr 400 cranes in operation at the site. This crane is designed with an energy recovery
system to operate with low fuel consumption. This is the ﬁrst renewal of equipment since the
ports reform of 2008 and since Dunkerque-Port sold off its travelling cranes to the handling
companies. 12
•

12

Also on 20 October, some 250 dignitaries from the Hauts-de-France, including the President

of the Region, travelled to London to promote their region to the British in the context of Brexit.
This large delegation included Dunkerque-Port's Executive Committee. The visit also provided the
opportunity for a meeting with France's Ambassador to the United Kingdom, to discuss the issues
at stake between the Port of Dunkirk, its area and the United Kingdom.

DECEMBER 2017
•

DMT is planning to set up a factory to produce construction materials in the Eastern Port of

Dunkirk. This project represents a total investment of 40 million Euros over two years, and will lead
to the creation of 70 direct jobs at startup. The new business will also have very positive impacts
in terms of shipping traffic for the Port, at both import and export, and orders for subcontracting to
industrial service companies. In a full year the factory will use 300,000 tonnes of raw materials,
procured from the Iberian peninsula and neighbouring countries. These raw materials will be
imported on ships of 15,000 to 30,000 tonnes.
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ABOUT
THE PORT
Dunkerque-Port is the trading port of the new Hauts-de-France Region (31,813 km2, population 6 million),
the largest agricultural and food industry region of France, the leading region for the rail industry, and
the leading region for the car industry.
Dunkerque-Port is France's third-largest port in terms of total traffic
Ninth port of the Channel and North Sea Range
2017 traffic: 50.25 million tonnes
Largest French port complex: 102 million tonnes
Foremost French port for ore and coal imports
Foremost French port for containerised fruit imports
Foremost French port for rail transport
Second-ranking French port for trade with Great Britain
Third-ranking French port for grain traffic
Foremost waterway port of the Hauts-de-France Region

90 mins from the
Dover Strait

17 km

Western Port

Eastern Port

17 km
sea frontage

Accessible 24/7,
draughts up to 20.5 m

Constant-level dock,
draughts up to 14.2 m

• Two harbour sites on a 17 km shoreline, on the seafront without an estuary:
- The Eastern Port, behind locks, accessible to ships with cargoes of 130,000 T, i.e. a draught
of 14.20 metres.
- The Western Port, tidal and accessible to ships of 300,000 T DWT fully laden, i.e. a draught
of 20.50 metres, open without constraints of time, locks or tide, allowing very short calls. 90
minutes' sailing time from the Dover Strait seaway.
• Prime geographic location, opposite Great Britain, in contact with Benelux and the industrial and
agricultural areas of north-western Europe. Leading multi-specialist port near the port of Calais (26 km).
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ABOUT
THE PORT
• High-quality, uncongested inland connections:
- Road: Direct access from the port to the European motorway network via the A25 and A16
motorways.
- Waterway: Wide-gauge canal to the Hauts-de-France (3,000 T), extended to Belgium and the
Rhine (1,350 T) and Greater Paris (650 T), pending completion of the Seine-North Europe canal.
Container barge services to Lille, Dourges, Béthunes and Valenciennes. Waterway traffic more
than 3 MT a year, making it the leading inland port of the Hauts-de-France Region.
- Rail: The 200 km of port railway lines are connected to the national and European networks.
Container rail shuttle to and from Bonneuil-sur-Marne.
Dunkirk is France's largest rail freight hub with traffic of more than 13 MT a year.
For many years now, the share of road-alternative transport modes has been around 50%.

Hauts-de-France
Dunkerque
Bruxelles
Lille

TEN-T

3 000 T
Belgium and Rhine
1 350 T
Greater Paris

Reims

650 T

Paris

Direct access to
Waterway services to
A25 and A16 motorways and from Dunkirk (3 MT)

1er

LARGEST RAIL PORT IN
FRANCE

11% of national
freight

Integrating the port
in the European
transport grid

• Dunkirk is a multi-purpose port and offers many specialist quays and terminals:
- For liquid bulks (5.15 MT in 2017):
Western Port: LNG Terminal
Eastern Port: Various wharves (petroleum products and chemicals, gas, food bulks; ships of
up to 130,000 T).
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ABOUT
THE PORT
- For solid bulks (24.55 MT in 2017):
Western Port: Western Bulk Terminal, ore and coal; ships of up to 180,000 T DWT.
Eastern Port: ArcelorMittal Quay serving the local steel industry. Many quays for various
bulk cargoes at import and export (lime, coke, scrap metal, ore, etc). Grain-handling facilities.
- For general cargoes (20.55 MT in 2017):
Western Port: Container Terminal for ocean-going and feeder services. RoRo Terminal equipped
with footbridges for ferries serving Great Britain in particular.
2.92 million passengers and drivers and 612,000 trucks and trailers in 2017.
Logistics park of 200 ha.
Eastern Port: Many terminals for regular conventional or semi-containerised lines, tramp
shipping, specialist terminals (sugar, sand, steel, grain, cement, etc).
6,383 ships entered the port in 2017.

Area of
7 000 ha

+ 200 ha
dedicated

6,383
ship

350 ha of business
parks marketed in
2017

Dedicated
logistics area

6,383 ships entered
in 2017
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